LIQUI-BOX
VINO2GARD
WINE FILM
PRESERVES FLAVOR
The VINO2GARD film is developed specifically to protect wine from
degradation due to oxygen transmission which ensures consistent quality
from the first glass to the last. When combined with Liqui-Box’s proprietary
product contact inner ply, our wine bags deliver unprecedented quality and
protection for your wine’s complex flavor profile.

REDUCES CARBON FOOTPRINT
VINO2GARD uses a coextruded film structure that reduces waste and CO2
emissions due to a streamlined manufacturing process. This innovative
new film eliminates the film orientation and laminating processes as well
as obsoleting the need for adhesives or heat that are required to produce
other wine packaging films.

DURABILITY
The robust structure used by VINO2GARD delivers optimal protection for
your wines during packaging, transportation and storage.

EASE OF PROCESSING
VINO2GARD was developed to provide excellent low friction characteristics
to ensure smooth operation during filling, and loading.

VINO2GARD’S COEXTRUDED
FILM STRUCTURE STREAMLINES
MANUFACTURING, ELIMINATES WASTE
& REDUCES CARBON FOOTPRINT
Excellent low friction characteristics to ensure smooth operation
during filling, and loading. Extremely durable and resistant to
flex-cracking to deliver optimal protection for your wines.

Tie layer provides superior bonding performance.

Superior resistance to oxygen transmission that
protects from oxidation and improves shelf life,
color and consistency.

Tie layer provides superior bonding performance.

Extremely durable and resistant to flex-cracking
and developed to provide superior seal to
Liqui-Box proprietary inner ply.

VINO2GARD PROECTS
THE QUALITY OF YOUR
WINES TO DELIVER A
REFINED EXPERIENCE
FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS

VINO2GARD REDUCES
PACKAGING WASTE
The VINO2GARD film not only reduces manufacturing
waste, but optimizes transportation and storage as
well when compared to traditional glass bottles. The
same amount of your premium wine can be packaged
in six 5L bags compared to forty 750ML glass wine
bottles which reduces your overall carbon footprint.

WHY USE VINO2GARD?
Refined wine drinkers today are looking for a product that
is high quality and produced, packaged and delivered in an

6

5L BAGS

40

750ML BOTTLES

environmentally responsible manner. VINO2GARD’S meets
these needs and is perfect for todays premium wines. The
protection and preservation VINO2GARD delivers ensures
your customers receive the highest quality experience
from the first glass to the last.
Discover how you can save money, reduce your carbon
footprint, and deliver a refined wine experience to your
customers with VINO2GARD.
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